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The Authenticity Dilemma Resolved



Key messages.

 A challenging future – it takes time to develop the next generation of leaders.

 Authenticity is a dilemma facing individuals and organisations. 

 Re-defined Authenticity is the new differentiator – connecting us to our Authentic 

POWER.

 We can live our greatest potential and passion ever day, everywhere, and with everyone. 

 We can create organisations where passion, purpose and true partnership helps to 

create long term value and sustainability.



A challenging future - it takes time to develop the next 

generation of leaders.



Our VUCA world is changing faster than we can imagine.

Artificial Intelligence, the ‘Internet of Things’, ‘way we work’ and ‘giving back’ changes.



Fourth Industrial Revolution – skills required.

Emotional intelligence, creativity and cognitive flexibility is what will set us apart.



Athena Doctrine – John Gerzema & Michael D′Antonio.

Traits associated with leadership, morality and happiness.

 64,000 respondents.

 Masculine, feminine and neutral leadership traits.

 Both genders = both traits.

 Masculine - e.g. dominant, aggressive, proud.

 Feminine - e.g. collaborative, intuitive, reasonable.

 Correlation of traits with leadership, morality, 

happiness.

 A shift is occurring to more feminine traits.



Authenticity is a dilemma facing individuals and organisations.



Do we have the right skills to survive and differentiate?

Our organisations are filled  with in-authenticity, silo-thinking and short-term tactics. 



Atypical leader.

We need a different kind of leader.

 Collaborator – greater purpose.

 Highly adaptable and resilient.

 Cultivates trust & emotional safety.

 Uses diversity of thought to foster creativity.

 Beliefs: true inclusion & unconditional acceptance of difference.

 Focus ‘best self’ and effortless flow.



The culture of a start up.

Supportive organisational cultures.

 Allows learning & ‘learning from mistakes’.

 Rewards collaboration and purpose driven partnerships.

 Authenticity and authentic change is lived.

 Talent retention – tiered strategies.

 Allows inspiring connections & ‘making a difference’.



Leaders and organisations are already under pressure.

Stress, lack of ‘organisational focus & creativity’ and rewarding the wrong behaviour.



Authenticity – new the differentiator; 

connecting us to our Authentic POWER.



How did I get to this 

conclusion?



The state of doing.

The battle of the inner beast.

Ego Fear & limiting self-beliefs Competitiveness Control



The Authenticity POWER model © - Consciousness.

It starts with me.

Self-awareness Core : values & purpose



The Authenticity POWER model © - Connectedness.

Us – who can we be together?

Connected relationships Purpose driven Collaboration



An unconditional deep respect for difference.

Acceptance without judgement, engaged empathy.



Vulnerability.

The heart of connectedness.

‘Vulnerability is the birthplace of connection 

and the path to the feeling of worthiness. If it 

doesn’t feel vulnerable, the sharing is 
probably not constructive’ - Brene Brown



POWER through Authenticity.

A model to live by.

…allows Presence; 

Overcomes fear; 

creates a Whole integrated being; 

allows Effortless flow; and  

creates Resonance with purpose. 



We can live our greatest potential and passion ever day, 

everywhere, and with everyone.



Living our greatest potential and passion every day.

Giving meaning to what we do.



Connected relationships.

Across every aspect of our lives – creating effortless flow.

Work Family Friends



We can create organisations where passion, purpose 

and true partnership helps to create long term value and 

sustainability.



Battle of the sexes replaced by the battle of the inner beast.

Cultivate powerful advocates - change, emotional intelligence, empathy, collaboration.



A new world.

Businesses are a place for people to connect and develop.



New partnerships.

Driven by a greater purpose and sustainability.



Call to action.



Call to action.

Drive authentic change to ensure effective leaders and sustainable organisations. 

Develop leaders and create cultures that live and celebrate ‘true authenticity’ leading to:

 Greater diversity of thought, 

 More creativity and adaptability to cope with change,

 Greater learning and tolerance for mistakes, 

 Unconditional respect for difference and 

 True inclusion for all.



Call to action.

Play your part.



Every change we make can be an incremental gain to create a 

ripple effect in the universe. It can be a ripple, which gains 

momentum and creates an authenticity movement and 

gradually demands a revolution of authentic change.


